
Powerful image review workstation provides the
first step towards softcopy review

Virtual Access Desktop facilitates the transition to 
a digital environment by equipping technologists,
medical staff, and clinical users with basic image
review, advanced printing capabilities, and short-
term storage.

As an affordable entry-tier workstation, Virtual Access
Desktop offers efficient, centralized softcopy review. It
enables healthcare facilities and satellite locations to
easily view and output patient images captured with
KODAK Computed Radiography (CR) or Digital
Radiography (DR) Systems.

Tools to enhance image 
viewing and printing
The comprehensive toolset includes edge
enhancement to improve visualization of bone and
lung structures, a scrolling feature for viewing long-
length CR images, and true-size printing.

Users can customize print outputs with headers 
and footers, or optimize film use with non-matrix 
print layouts.

Results distribution
To further reduce or eliminate costs associated with
printing films, patient studies can be burned to
CD/DVDs for storage and distribution with the
optional CD Direct feature. An embedded application
can be launched, enabling advanced image viewing.

Advantages at a glance
Affordable, entry-tier workstation

Complete toolset

Optimized printing

Optional CD distribution

Just starting your digital transformation?
Carestream Health has a solution for your 
first step into softcopy image review 
and management.
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More information
To learn more about KODAK CARESTREAM Radiology
Solutions, contact your Carestream Health
representative, or call 1-877-865-6325, ext. 655.
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Key Features of the Virtual Access Desktop
Fully integrated low-cost viewing station, compatible with KODAK

DIRECTVIEW CR and DR and KODAK DRYVIEW Laser Imagers

Flexibility to receive, store, review, and output images from any
DICOM-compliant modality

Enables review, storage, distribution, and printing of images to
improve image access, optimize film use, and reduce film costs

Intuitive interface that is quick to learn and easy to use

Enriched diagnostic capability with a set of integrated measurement
and manipulation tools, such as zoom, crop, pan, window
width/level, invert, cine, and a wide range of measurements
(distances and angles)

Ability to scroll long-length images Recommended Hardware
Pentium IV 1.8 GHz

2 GB RAM

80 + 160 GB HD

WINDOWS XP

CD/DVD writer

UPS


